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Sudden infant death syndrome and environmental
temperature: an analysis using vital statistics
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SUMMARY We examined the relation between the daily numbers ofdeaths ascribed to sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS) (n = 6226) and daily temperature in England and Wales over the five year
period 1979-83. When the data were filtered to remove the dominant seasonal trend, and residual
autocorrelation, we found a significant negative correlation of deaths with both the level and rate of
change of temperature four to six days earlier, irrespective of age at death. Place of usual residence
was obtained for 909 SIDS cases occurring during the unusually severe winter of 1981-82, and, using
space-time clustering techniques, we confirmed previous findings of the lack of 'epidemicity' for this
condition. These results are compatible with several previous hypotheses of the relation between the
weather and SIDS and directly incriminate drops in temperature in the occurrence of the condition.

The general epidemiological features of the sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) are well described.'
They are remarkably consistent for a condition that is
diagnosed by exclusion, and whose aetiology is
controversial. One very characteristic feature of these
infant deaths is that in both northern and southern
hemispheres SIDS exhibits marked seasonal variation,
although whether this is equally true of deaths
occurring above and below the age of 3 months is
disputed. Of the many hypotheses of the cause of
SIDS, important contenders to explain this winter
excess, broadly consistent with the other major
epidemiological features, include associated upper
respiratory tract infections, exposure to low
environmental temperatures or, somewhat
paradoxically, overheating.2

This characteristic winter excess of SIDS was
unusually pronounced in the first quarter of 1982 in
England and Wales. The increase was sufficiently large
for the postneonatal mortality rate in 1982 to rise
above the 1981 level before falling again.34 Inspection
of the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys
(OPCS) data revealed that there had also been a large
number of SIDS deaths in the last quarter of 1981.
Although this peak was not apparent in Scotland, this
death toll was the highest in England and Wales since
1971 when the term SIDS came into general use as a
cause of death, and it coincided with an unusually
severe winter. The rise was not due to an increase in
births in 1981 affecting the numbers of infants at risk,
did not appear to be an artefact of changing fashions

of certification whereby the diagnostic label SIDS has
been increasingly used since 1971, and was apparent
over all England and Wales. Data obtained from the
Communicable Diseases Surveillance Centre, which
monitors the level of laboratory confirmed infection,
showed that by comparison with the winters of 1980-1
and 1982-3 there was no plausible relation between
the pattern of SIDS deaths and any apparent viral
epidemics, with the possible exception of rotaviruses.
This association between an increase in SIDS cases
and a severe winter suggested again the need to
investigate the importance of temperature in the
occurrence of SIDS.

Methods

Since 1971 it has been OPCS practice to identify not
only deaths where the underlying cause was coded to
SIDS (795 ICD 8, 798-0 ICD 9) but also those deaths
where another underlying cause has been certified but
the phrase 'sudden infant death', or similar, is
mentioned somewhere on the certificate. Statistics on
SIDS are routinely published in this way, and it has
been believed that this practice more accurately
reflects the toll of SIDS.5

Daily occurrences of these 'total SIDS mentions'
and their age at death were extracted for the
continuous period' January 1979 to 31 December
1983 (n= 6,226). For those deaths occurring during
the winter of 1981-2 (n = 91 1), place ofusual residence
was also ascertained. In the analysis, deaths up to 3
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months ofage and deaths between 3 months and I year
were considered separately. The period 1979-83 was
chosen to include several seasonal cycles and mild/
moderate winters. We also felt that fashions in use of
the term SIDS were more likely to have been relatively
stable over the recent past than when the term was first
introduced. Daily maximum and minimum
temperatures (as well as rainfall and sunshine data),
measured at the London Weather Centre, were
obtained from the Meteorological Office for the same
continuous period of 1826 days.

Before undertaking a time-series analysis of the
deaths and temperature, we tested for space-time
clustering of the 909 SIDS cases occurring between
1 October 1981 and 31 March 1982; two cases were
excluded because they were not usually resident in
England and Wales. Two methods were used: the
'close-pairs' method of Knox6 and the 'sum ofempiric
clusters' method of Ederer-Myers-Mantel.7 For the
first of these the map grid reference ofaddress of usual
residence was obtained and the number of pairs
examined over a wide range of time and distance
values. Using the Ederer-Myers-Mantel method, we
subdivided England and Wales into five areas of
approximately equal size and compared the numbers
of deaths in each sub-area over five intervals of four
weeks. In addition, simple time-clustering was tested
using the approximate method of Knox and
Lancashire.8

Temperature
and

deaths

y
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When correlating two time series, it is important to
filter out dominant trends and serial correlation within
each series. Failure to do this can lead to potentially
misleading correlations. For example, there is a strong
positive correlation between the annual number of
storks nesting in Holland and the birth rate, but
correlation does not necessarily imply causation.
However, if short term fluctuations in one series are
consistently followed by short term fluctuations in the
other, then causation becomes more plausible.

Because the daily data have a highly skewed
distribution, the numbers of deaths on each two
consecutive days were pooled. The temperatures for
the first day were used and the square root of the
deaths was taken to stabilise the variance. The
principal technique involved fitting separate harmonic
models of the form yt = a cos (wt - b) + c (with
w = 2x/365 and a, b and c allowed to vary from year to
year) to the deaths and temperature data for each
year.9 The phase of each sinusoid was estimated by b,
and the temporal relation between the peaks of deaths
and troughs of temperature was thus assessed. This is
illustrated schematically in figure 1. Then, having
removed the dominant seasonal trend as a sinusoid
from both the death and temperature series, we used
Box-Jenkins"° autoregressive moving average models
as necessary to remove any remaining autocorrelation
within each series. Finally, the cross-correlation
between the residuals of temperature and deaths was

-acos(365 - b) + C

, -- " /temperature

\ / d
\ XX/ / deaths
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Fig I Schematic diagram of the relation between SIDS deaths and temperature throughout the year
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Sudden infant death syndrome and environmental temperature: an analysis using vital statistics
calculated. Here the extent of correlation of the daily
'background noise' variation of the levels of both
temperature and deaths rather than their dominant
seasonal fluctuation is the object of interest."I A
supplementary analysis of the phase relation between
the series was carried out using cross-spectral analysis9
to corroborate the analysis described above.

In addition, we looked at the relation between
deaths, rainfall, and sunshine over the six months
1 October 1981 to 31 March 1982. The dominant
seasonal component was removed from both series as
a quadratic trend, Box-Jenkins modelling was used to
remove residual serial autocorrelation as above, and
the cross-correlation function between the residuals
was calculated.

e- 1979
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Results

FIVE YEAR PERIOD 1979-83
The mean daily temperature and daily deaths 1979-83
in England and Wales are shown in fig 2 with the best
fitting sinusoids. There were 6226 deaths in that time,
an average of 3-41 deaths per day (SD 2-29). The
coefficient of skewness of the original data was 0-84,
whereas that of the pooled square-rooted data was
-0-26. Having removed the seasonal component of
the variation, both the temperature data and the
deaths were modelled by low order autoregressions
with a maximum lag of3. All models satisfied the usual
goodness-of-fit criteria.9 Figure 3 indicates the extent
of residual cross-correlation between the daily

1980
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Fig 2 Mean daily temperature and daily occurrences of SIDS 1979-83.
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Fig 3 Cross-correlation ofthe residuals ofmaximum daily temperatures at time (i) and total deaths at time (i+ k)for individual
years 1979-83.
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Sudden infant death syndrome and environmental temperature: an analysis using vital statistics
maximum temperatures and deaths after the dominant
seasonal trends have been removed from both series.
For each of the five years there is a modest but
persistent negative correlation between temperature
and deaths occurring two to six days later. Figure 4
shows that, in aggregate this correlation is highly
significant for maximum and minimum daily
temperatures alike. While cross correlations at other
lags are significant within some of the years, no other
consistent relation between the series was found. The
findings were very similar when both early deaths
(under 3 months) and late deaths (over 3 months) were
analysed separately.

For each year the residuals for deaths and
temperature were plotted against one another, with
deaths lagging temperature by four days. Inspection of
the graphs revealed the negative correlation, with no
evidence ofany asymmetry (x 2 = 1-66, p> 0-3), ie, low
temperatures were followed by an increase in deaths
and high temperatures by a fall in deaths, four days
later.

In a separate modelling exercise we examined
whether the results hold true equally in summer and
winter. Having filtered out the seasonal differences, we
found little evidence that the correlation between
temperature and death was significantly stronger in
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Fig 4 Cross-correlation ofthe residuals of(a) maximum and (b) minimum daily temperature at time (i) and total deaths at time

(i+ k) for years 1979-83 combined
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winter than in summer. It was found during the
analysis that the deseasonalised temperature was well
modelled by a first order autoregression of the form
Tt = a Tt- 2+ et, where Tt is temperature at time t, a is a
constant with a value ofabout 0 4, and et is the residual
term at time t. These residual terms were significantly
negatively correlated (p < 0 01) with deaths at lag four
days. Thus the overall model of the relation between
deaths and temperature is of the form
Dt = bo + bl(Tt- 4- 0 4 Tt - 6) where bI is a coefficient
significantly less than zero. This result can be rewritten
as Dt=b0+b1 (Tt_4-Tt-6)+0 6 b1 Tt-6. Thus the
deaths depend on both the change in temperature and
the level it reaches four to six days earlier. However,
since temperature is continually fluctuating, it is
impossible to separate out whether it is a change to a
low temperature, or the low temperature itself, that
causes the increase in deaths.
The table shows the temporal relation between the

annual cycles for temperature and deaths for each year
separately. The numbers in the table represent the
dates of the fitted peaks of the deaths at different ages
and the dates of the troughs of the maximum,
minimum, and mean daily temperatures. It can be seen
that in all cases the peak of the daily deaths precedes
the trough of minimum daily temperature (and
unusually the trough of the maximum and mean as
well). The death cycle usually peaks at the beginning of
January whereas the lowest temperatures usually
occur towards the end of the month. It is also the case
that the peak of early deaths (under 3 months) usually
precedes the peak of later deaths (3 months to 1 year).
Although not shown here, the results of the cross-

spectral analysis showed good agreement with that
provided by harmonic analysis. An annual cycle
showed the best fit to the data and the peak of deaths
preceded the troughs of maximum, minimum, and
mean temperature at all ages at death, the peak of
deaths at younger ages preceding that for older ones.

Phase analysis from the harmonic model
Dates ofpeaks of deaths and troughs of temperature for each
year are shown separately. For each year days are numbered
consecutively 1-365, thus in column 1: 6 = 6 January 1979, in
column 5: 33 = 2 February 1983.

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Deaths peak
(age 0-12 weeks) 6 10 18 8 16

Deaths peak
(age 12 weeks-i year) 24 24 16 8 21

Total deaths peak
(age under I year) 19 12 17 8 19

Daily minimum temperature trough 27 28 22 28 33

Daily maximum temperature trough 27 19 19 17 26

Daily mean temperature trough 27 23 21 22 29

M F G Murphy and M J Campbell

WINTER PERIOD I98 1-2
The results of the Knox test were non-significant over
nearly all tested time and distance values. With the
method of Ederer-Myers-Mantel, there was
significant space-time clustering (0-01 < p < 0 05) only
for all deaths under 1 year. Using the approximate
method of Knox and Lancashire, highly significant
time clustering was detected irrespective of age at
death when a time-window of four weeks was used.
When the data for the winter of 1981-2 were examined
by taking out a quadratic trend from both series and
looking for residual correlation of the daily deaths,
rainfall, and sunshine, the results were uniformly not
significant.

Discussion

The results of our time-series analysis support a direct
relation between change in temperature and the
occurrence of SIDS. Although it is disputed whether
the winter excess of SIDS is mainly due to fluctuations
in deaths at older ages5 12-20 nearly all studies have
shown an excess at all ages combined, producing a
predictably strong correlation with low temperature.
However, causality cannot be inferred from such
findings unless account is taken of other explanatory
covariables. While previous attempts have been made
to separate out the effects of temperature and viral
disease,2' 22 the problem of confounding factors was
highlighted in a study which used cross-spectral
analysis to show that not only temperature but also a
variety of indicators of atmospheric pollution
exhibited pronounced seasonal variation.23
Our results indicate a close inverse relation between

both fall in temperature, the level it reaches, and SIDS
after removal of the dominant seasonal trend in the
data. We do not believe that any other variable
previously hypothesised to be of interest (including
diagnostic bias) is likely to follow the pattern of
temperature throughout the year so closely that it
would mimic the modest but highly significant
negative correlation we have demonstrated. Why then
do both phase analyses show that the peaks of deaths
usually precede the temperature troughs by an interval
of two or more weeks? This is approximately
equivalent to the interval between the date of onset of
the severe weather conditions in the winter of 1981-2
and the time when they reached their worst and, as fig
1 shows, is probably fairly constant from year to year.
Thus the peak of SIDS deaths occurs close to the time
when the weather is deteriorating most dramatically.
That the peaks of the young deaths usually occur
slightly closer to those times than do the older deaths
may indicate greater developmental sensitivity among
the younger infants. In contrast, Hoppenbrouwers et
a123 found a coincidence of temperature troughs and
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Sudden infant death syndrome and environmental temperature: an analysis using vital statistics
SIDS peaks, but they present insufficient data fully to
evaluate their findings.

Several studies have suggested a relation with
temperature or other aspects of climate, although the
findings are far from consistent. 12 13 15 20-27A number
of mechanisms have been proposed, usually invoking
the effects ofsudden chilling rather than sustained low
temperature. These mechanisms include a direct
physiological 'diving reflex' activated perhaps by cold
on the infant's face,28 dehydration through sudden
alterations of relative humidity,'2 and increased
susceptibility to apnoeic attacks in the premature and
developmentally sensitive prompted by cold29 or, at
the opposite extreme, overheating.30 31 It has been
suggested that various deficiency states, for example,
vitamin D,25 may play a role. More simply, the usual
increase in respiratory infection with a drop in
temperature, because of either increased prevalence
and exposure to the organisms or increased
susceptibility, has also been put forward.3234
Overheating might arise because parents are
concerned about the ambient temperature in winter,
leading to increased 'tucking in' or 'sweating out' an
existing infection.35 36 Support for this view is
apparent in the high core temperatures of some SIDS
infants post mortem and the circumstances in which
some were discovered.30 31 Similarly, a case-control
study showed that parents of children dying from
SIDS had been more cautious than controls in relation
to the time their newborn infant spent outdoors and
attempted to maintain higher temperatures within
their houses.25
Our findings provide little support for the

hypothesis that epidemic viral infection is associated
with the marked seasonal fluctuation of the condition,
however. Thus at the time of the 'epidemic' of SIDS
there was no apparent increase in the general level of
viral disease, and 'epidemicity', defined in terms of
space-time clustering, was not detected; the Knox test
showed little evidence of a consistent pattern, and the
positive result of the Ederer-Myers-Mantel test is
interpretable in terms of the test's sensitivity to simple
time clustering, which was independently
demonstrated. At least six previous studies have
reported the results of testing SIDS cases for space-
time epidemicity using both the above and other
methods. All have been negative.i2 21 3740 Several
studies'2 13 24 27 have also tested for simple time
clustering using a variety of different methods at
different ages at death, and applied within and across
seasonal cycles. The predominant finding has been
positive clustering, but given the markedly seasonal
distribution of the cases this is predictable. Although
there is a variety of evidence that low grade infection
may be implicated in some (perhaps older) cases of
SIDS in terms of symptoms, the temporal relation to

epidemics,41 and viral isolation at necropsy,42 we feel
that repeated demonstrations of the absence of
epidemicity using the above techniques, despite the
fact that they are somewhat insensitive, weigh
against the hypothesis of the importance of epidemic
infection. However, we do not exclude the possibility
that seasonal temperature change may influence the
occurrence of SIDS by increasing susceptibility to
endemic levels of viral infection, or allowing
commensal overgrowth and toxin production," and
indeed such mechanisms may best explain the two to
six day lag that we have demonstrated. Overheating,
too, could play a part, through parental overreaction
to the environmental temperature, whether or not the
child is ill.

Account must be taken of two limitations of our
study of SIDS and temperature data. The first is the
question of case definition and the validity of SIDS as
a certification entry. Numerous studies have shown
that a considerable proportion ofdeaths attracting the
label SIDS, when subjected to a second assessment or
more detailed post mortem examination, may not
sustain this diagnosis. The main explanation that has
been put forward is the difficulty of diagnosis by
exclusion when this requires detailed post mortem
studies. Yet nearly all SIDS deaths in England and
Wales are certified by the coroner, whose prime
concern is to investigate and exclude violent or
unnatural causes of death.45 Commentary on official
statistics has long recognised overuse of the term
SIDS,4 though not to the extent suggested recently.46
While an unknown proportion of the SIDS mentions
used in our analysis will have been false positives, and
some true SIDS cases will have been omitted, we think
it is unlikely that the consistency of our results over
five seasonal cycles can be explained by the diagnostic
bias ofcertifiers confronting infant deaths soon after a
fall in temperature.
The second limitation of the study arises from the

nature of the temperature data used. To what extent
are daily temperatures, recorded outdoors in central
London, a valid representation of the indoor and
outdoor temperatures experienced by the SIDS infants
across England and Wales? The importance of this
perhaps depends on precisely which hypothetical
mechanism is proposed. Outdoor temperatures
probably follow the same general pattern throughout
the country, but the indoor environmental
temperature may be successfully buffered and
controlled so as to 'uncouple' it from outdoor
temperature and conditions. A recent study in this
country has suggested that, in fact, indoor
temperatures do fall when outdoor temperatures do
so.47 More obliquely, comparisons of the geographic
incidence of SIDS among climatically dissimilar
communities have suggested that the incidence is
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higher in those with large seasonal temperature
changes, though the results are inconsistent.13 23 48 It
has also been suggested that international variation in
the abolition ofmarked seasonal swings in deaths at all
ages as well as in infancy is dependent on a greater or
lesser ability to control the indoor temperature.
Judged on this basis, inhabitants of England and
Wales are still subject to the vagaries of their climate
within their homes.49

In conclusion, we feel that the evidence presented
here convincingly supports a relation between the
occurrence of SIDS and a fall in temperature. Further
research to clarify this relation is needed, by case-
control studies of the microenvironmental
temperature of SIDS cases at the time of death and in
the period preceding their occurrence. Meanwhile it
would seem appropriate to remind parents of the
wisdom of avoiding, wherever possible, both chilling
and/or paradoxically overheating their infants.
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Beverley Botting, of the Medical Statistics Division
OPCS, and Clive Osmond and Andy Hall, ofthe MRC
Environmental Epidemiology Unit, Southampton.
We also thank the staff of the Medical Statistics Unit
at OPCS and Lesley Brewster, Lindsey Izzard,
Christina Perry, and Jan Dicks in the Department of
Community Medicine and Medical Statistics,
Southampton for their help in extracting the data, and
for typing the manuscript.
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